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Zerzan and Zerzan Anti-Civ Madness Tour 2007

Ten countries, 14 sessions in 19 days! This May-June trip covered so much European ground in about the briefest imaginable time. Early in 2007 this odyssey started coming together, with the help of several who were unstinting in their initiative and assistance, folks who in fact made the whole thing possible. And as the tour was being finalized, my remarkable cousin Kathan––Portland, Oregon anarchist and artist––signed on and added enormously to its quality.
We began sanely enough in Belgrade. A wonderful, relaxing weekend with the Blok 45 publishing family: Aleksa, Nesha, Srdjan. Completely unstructured times with these fine characters and others, along the banks of the Sava and the Danube, mainly.
Then the "events" began, after a short flight northwestward to Slovenia's capital, Ljubljana. Gorazd hosted us and the first day included presentations at the university and at the big, colorful Metalkova squat complex. At this early point we'd already decided to kick things off, as often as possible, with the screening of Ljubo Starovlah's provocative six-minute film, Adventure of a Speck of Dust (link at johnzerzan.net), and to emphasize time for extended discussion.
It was also becoming clear that Kathan's role would be essential. From Ljubljana we took the train to Koper, on the Adriatic, just south of Trieste. Arijana and Marko made us welcome at their social center, site of another film-plus remarks-plus discussion in this sunny seaside town. It was a warm sojourn featuring Marko Breceli, Balkan rock star of the 70s, a well-loved uncontrollable whose recent antics included hitting the Slovenian president with blow gun darts, muffling cathedral bells with carpet when the Pope visited, and firing off tin-can "cannons" at the passing U.S. 6th Fleet!
An overnight train took us to Zurich for the first of two Swiss public meetings. Fabian was our "arranger', and Dock 18, an arts media space, was our May 31 location. A mixed crowd included a couple of arrogant profs, but also very open young people. The evening was videorecorded; most of the dates on the trip were at least audiorecorded. From the German north to the Italian south, Lugano rounded out Switzerland; the venue was the large and lively El Molino squat. Biggest turnout so far, decidedly anarchist in full flavor, women prominent, ably translated by Claudio; another enjoyable evening.
Driven in the morning to a Milan airport, we were in Belgium by early afternoon, in the bike-friendly city of Ghent. Didn't screen Ljubo's film, but did greatly appreciate our night's destination, a packed house at a squatted bar/infoshop. A great mix of people and very energetic, protracted dialogue. We were in the middle of the kind of engaged exploration that's very hard to beat!
Early June, and the G8 summit protests were in the air, especially in northern Europe. At this point Kathan headed off to Vienna and I drove to Hamburg with two very excellent young Finnish primitivists, Teemu and Aki. Rote Flora is an imposing building, HQ of anti-authoritarian Hamburg; it had been raided in May by German security forces as part of pre-emptive strikes against anti-G8 militants. When we arrived in late afternoon it exhibited its own security, folks at the door trying to screen out cops and media. But most people, it seemed, were up on the Baltic preparing for action at the summit location near Rostock. It also seemed that pretty much no publicity had been done for us, with the small turnout at least somewhat made up for by very long-running conversations.
Very early the next day we moved on, north and east, a 12-hour drive to Stockholm. We three showed up with minutes to spare for a late afternoon gig at the university. About 150 were on hand, and in general receptive to a critique of the whole barren technoculture and the deep roots of the growing crisis. In fact, it was clear that Stocklholm is home to many committed primitivists. Their Wilderness Camp not very far from the city is part of a strong presence, as well as the late July anti-civ "Urfest" they were planning south of Stockholm. The 12-hour drive seemed nothing at all given this great connection.
Teemu, Aki and I caught an overnight ferry ride to Finland (big cruise-ship variety, favored by those seeking duty-free drinking), and had a rare night off in Tampere. The event there took place in a public building that was a restored power house for a dam that once powered mills in the city center. It was a bit ironic to be standing before people in front of a wall covered with various industrial dials and gauges! The large room was full, and very stimulating exchanges were on tap. I also worked in an afternoon visit to the weight room of a local gym, much needed to keep fit on the road.
Aki bid adieu to Teemu and me in Tampere. He was last seen partying in the park with other anarchists! But Marja and Sevan joined us as we drove to Helsinki for another ferry ride, to Estonia. That same afternoon (June 7), the four of us met with about 30 at a modern multimedia center in the old part of port city Tallinn. An anarchist zine, Alternativ, had devoted an entire recent issue to some essays of mine, but denouncing civilization was apparently new to most of those in attendance. Our host was extremely helpful, providing a mini-theater space for our use, and the mainly young folks there warmed to the discussion. It felt good to open the topic where it had only begun to be broached.
The following a.m. kicked off a 14-hour drive south, through Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and half of Poland to Warsaw. After a Polish taxi driver almost clocked us by sailing through a stop sign, I found myself in agreement with warnings we'd heard that Poles' driving verges on the suicidal! This territory seemed even less aware of perspectives that refuse domesticated existence, mass production, etc. (viz. that which diverges from the Left), and the couple who arranged things and put us up––and were very warmly hospitable––are staunchly syndicalist. For whatever reason, few people turned up on the second floor of a bar on a Sunday afternoon; the dialogue was pursued at length, nonetheless.
Bidding farewell to my four marvelous new Finnish friends, I went by train next day to Vienna and a reunion with Kathan. Our thing there was held in a squatted drama department building at the university, promoted by what K designated as "the best poster of the tour." The setting was friendly and the questioning intelligent. We experienced only a bit of the tendency of German-speaking leftists to smear anything remotely eco-oriented as somehow Nazi-related (!) The encounter was impressive overall, I'd say.
Another, briefer train ride east to Budapest as we neared the end of our crazed-pace jaunt around Europe. We traveled there with a Greek anarchist who'd been speaking in the area about struggles in Greece. His computer files of street clashes, mostly in Athens, were riveting entertainment during the short trip to Hungary. A squatted downtown bar, noisy and crowded, proved to be one of the liveliest times of all. A kind of art and politics crowd where women's voices had no trouble at all being heard, and anti-civ ideas were warmly, if critically evaluated. A positive atmosphere into which we were welcomed by excellent, open people.
An early morning flight across the continent to Amsterdam; our last day and night in Europe. And virtually the only few hours of straight-up sightseeing in three weeks, winding things up at a jammed bar/restaurant (a squat, of course). Our final bit was one of superb food and conversation, and a session (our usual film plus talks plus open discussion) marked by high levels of energy and participation. Not to mention hospitality, a constant wherever we went. I hope we never took this for granted!
Well, this account barely scratches the surface of a hugely stimulating experience, but I hope it conveys something of what it was all about. Deepest thanks to the various individuals whose freely given time and energy made the tour happen, and of course for some enabling funds––begged, borrowed, or stolen! We made copies of Green Anarchy and a few of my books available, we slept on floors and even, twice, were quartered in hotels (how soft and bourgeois, I know), and half a dozen interviews took place here and there. So many wonderful people––whose names I characteristically cannot recall; curses! And overall, a great sense of serious, active engagement with ideas, a questioning that I think is determined to keep finding its way in so many places.
John Zerzan


